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Fame sits on a lane
making a flame
the flame catches a pain
and burns the cane

— Jaina Wilmer



Having a Beer with 
Pablo Neruda
by Michael Kearney

So I look across the pub
and see Pablo Neruda chewing on this chick’s ear.
I sit down across from them
at the old beat-up, wood table, and say –
“Hey, Pablo, it’s your round.”
No response, not even a flinch or a glance.
“Hey Pablo! You owe me a fuckin’ beer!”
But he just gives me the left-eye-look
and slurps the chick’s earlobe further into his red throbbing mouth.
So I gotta go get myself  a drink,
and I ain’t happy about this because it’s his turn to pay,
and he’s loaded with money,
and he’s saturated with pussy,
and I’m jealous, anxious, poor, and pissed-off,
but whadda my gonna do?
He’s Pablo fucking Neruda,
so I’m screwed.
Teaches me not to go to the bathroom before he goes up to get beers.
Man he is a fast operator.
I never even saw the girl in the bar.
I’m away for three minutes,
and he has her ear in his mouth.
Wonder who would win in a competition?
Him or Pablo Picasso?

Malini Sur 
Wellington, 2017



Poetry is language 
in excel sheets. Genocide’s
companion it is.

— Jeremy Fernando

who — you
by Jeremy Fernando, ft. David Bowie

For what if  we cannot name what we do
For what if  we cannot say
what might cross our hearts as we try to conceive
its name

Fame, makes a man take things over
Fame, lets him loose, hard to swallow
Fame, puts you there where things are hollow
Fame

Where are you now — 
I’ve lost my way. 

Who gets to say what it gets called,
What I call you. 

Fame, it’s not your brain, it’s just the flame
That burns your change to keep you insane

Fame

On the coat-tails of  my thoughts
textures of  time and space 
touched by thoughts of  you.

Fame, fame, fame
Fame

What’s your name?

***
All words in pink are from ‘Fame’, written by David Bowie, Carlos Alomar, and John Lennon, from the album Young 

Americans (1975)



A Sound Mind

by Setsuko Adachi

O is an artist-unaware. To let the parents know how their seven-month baby girl 
did on the first day of  nursery, O wrote down the following in a communication 
notebook between them:

Taking a walk, leaves fluttered, swayed and rolled, while watching leaves 
came very close to crying, several times, but was tranquilly held in arms. 
Outside in the yard, put out a reed mat, sitting there lively talking began. 
When leaves were handed, hands were squeezing – loosening – squeezing 
– loosening – squeezing – releasing …  Eventually started crying – must 
be sleepy so took a walk in a stroller. The walk did not bring sleep but 
energized and was chatting away, awuerwaa ouh ooo.1

The note earned immediate trust for O with the parents. The honest and 
professional attention closely paid to their baby moved them deeply. – O stopped 
under a tree because O did not miss the baby’s signal, and stood underneath it 
until the baby indicated otherwise. It was evidence that O excelled as a caretaker 
to nurse babies. Their baby was in good hands.
What the young parents did not understand was how O’s observational eyes were 
open to the babies’ world before they humanized and socialized their world. O, 
actually, brought the parents into the world of  their seven-month-old. 

An aged woman marveled at O’s writing and the woman’s matured mind 
explored O’s notes of  the baby held in O’s arms: The baby resting her head 
against O. O was taking the seven-month for a walk. In the arms of  O, the baby’s 
right side of  the body detected: her right ear hears and her skin feels, the all too 
familiar sound of  the blood flow, of  the heartbeat. They have filled her being 
since her conception, however, they would be quickly processed into oblivion by 
what her fellow older beings called growth – physical, intellectual, and cultural. 

At a point of  the walk, the seven-month-being was stimulated by unusual signals, 
exterior to her existence; O sensing it stopped there under a tree: the baby’s 
left ear hears and her skin feels the ripples, small quivers and big swirling in the 

air from various directions. The baby’s eyes perceived the sound moving in the 
colorful autumn leaves, yellow, red, and green. Seeing the sound stimulated her 
lachrymal glands. But the little one’s breathing remained calm. The beat and the 
flow of  the deep sound from O gave the small being steady ground, kept her 
warm and steady.

A sound mind is in a sound body, ancient thinkers say. 

O preserved that precious moment of  the seven-month-baby’s world, when 
the baby heard sounds with her narrow eyesight. It was something innate in O 
that grew with her. O didn’t have the benefit of  higher education. It was O’s 
experience at a nursery that cultivated her gift and trained O as a master of  
her art. So many babies O came to know intimately. So many communication 
notebooks O jotted down. O wanted parents to know how their babies’ days 
went and in O’s desire to convey her observations earned O expressions that 
captured the occurrences in the world of  their babies. The occurrences, which 
in reality, parents would probably have missed — even if  they were with their 
babies. Most parents’ eyes were closed to what O could pick up and give 
expression to.

O is an artist-unaware (and unrecognized and therefore fameless). O deserves 
due credit.

November 11, 2017

  1 From Ayumi, October 2, 1996. Translation is mine.



Paoi Wilmer 
Flame, 2017

Desert Pete and the 
Little Dragon
by Lim Lee Ching

West of  everywhere
It is not enough
Never enough
Where the walk takes

It is not enough
Never enough
To be one thing or the other
To yield to what fills us

West of  everywhere
The yearning shapes
And forms, holding
One thing or the other

Massah and Meribah
Like all crossroads
Are meeting points
Of  bargains and pleas

West of  here and there
What sustains
Is provided for
By mystery and miracle

But mostly of  a grace
That shades itself
Hidden hand
Strong arms

Keep it forward
Keep it in
Keep holding
Keep well



Hurry
by Michael Kearney

I gotta hurry,
get this poem(?) out,
before it dissipates in my mind.

So much I gotta do:
write thousands of  things, after I’m done with this poem(?),
write and record thousands of  songs,
take a million pictures,
eat a ton of  bacon cheese burgers,
smoke millions of  Major (when I can get them),
drink thousands of  gallons of  
IPAs, sangria, and Singapore Slings
(either mine or the ones at the Raffles Hotel – after those the quality has a major 
drop-off),
do shit-hot, intelligent, artsy, dark-but-fun stuff.

This morning’s crowded train ride
was not a complete waste of  time,
was thinking of  all the things
I gotta do, and that is important:
in this system of  society,
we have so much to do,
from exterior forces, just to survive,
we don’t often even get the time to think
of  the things we ought to do.

This is not a mid-life crisis,
I don’t feel my youth slipping away:
it is long gone.
This poem(?) is pretty
useless to me.
Death is racing at me,
unstoppable,
at a seemingly increasing rate,

and it always has been,
from my moment of  conception.

Maybe this poem(?)
can be useful to someone else,
someone younger,
or someone with more time left:
like a 70-year-old Okinawan woman.
So, go to Tibet,
go to Beirut,
go to the Yankee game,
the park,
the beach on a cold, snowy late afternoon in winter



writing home — in three breaths — 
twice over

by Pavan Mano
*

… if  the point of  fame is to be well-known,
then, perhaps paradoxically, its ultimate site is home;

* 
distance traces itself  upon my tongue. when the 
embodied remnants of  an old empire leap off  
of  it — perhaps a little bit too easily. words that 
are mine and not mine at the same time. it isn’t 
uncomfortable — it’s non-comfortable: foreign, 
peculiar, strange — all at once. and immanent 
in the fragments that fall from my lips is a soft 
susurration: this is not quite what home sounds 
like.

+65 is the cipher that unlocks the realm of  
familiarity. it forms in diction; in a style that’s 
languid and playful; in jokes that belong to only 
two and a few; in stories with ellipses in between. 
with ends of  words eschewed and dropped and 
switched and swapped and filched and cropped. 
it forms in the gentle understanding — in the 
slivers of  silence between snippets of  speech — 
that washes over every conversation: this is what 
home feels like.

once in a very rare while, flickers of  home reveal 
themselves in the constellation of  crowds in 
buses, squares, malls. but it’s never in the words 
— it never betrays itself  that boldly. it’s in the 
little accompaniments around them. in the fillers, 
embellishments, pauses; in the tempo and the 
cadence; in the tune and the lilt; in the rhythm 
and the beat. i hear it only when i’m listening 
uncarefully. when, for a moment all too brief, 
hints of  home echo around the edges of  my ear.

tout le monde sait que la distance se forme par 
la langue. les vestiges d’un empire perdu vivent 
dans moi et ils s’échappent de mes lèvres sans 
peine. comme des mots qui sont les miens et les 
leurs en même temps. il n’est pas inconfortable ; 
il est plutôt non confortable. et ils me font sentir 
étrange. car j’entends un chuchotement au loin 
qui me dit que ceci ne rassemble pas chez moi.

+65 est le code qui ouvre la porte à la familiarité. 
elle se forme par la diction ; par les fins de mots  
modifiées, avalées, mélangées ; par des blagues 
qui tiennent à deux ; par des contes elliptiques qui 
se cachent leur logique dans l’oasis d’amitié. elle 
se forme par la compréhension douce — dans 
les tranches de silence entre les morceaux de 
conversation — qui englobe chaque interaction. 
c’est comme ça que je rentre chez moi.

si je n’essaie pas trop, parfois, des rubans 
de chez-moi se révèlent. toujours dans les 
endroits avec trop de monde — les buses, 
les marchés, les places. il n’est jamais dans les 
mots – il ne se dévoile jamais si fortement. il 
est dans les accoutrements autour eux. dans les 
embellissements, les remplisseurs, les petites 
pauses ; peut-être dans le rythme et la cadence. 
et pour un moment trop bref, chez moi danse 
sur sa pointe des pieds au bout de mes oreilles. 

*
and perhaps the only way to see it is from a distance —

and to speak of  it is to always imagine it in other words … 
* Heather Lee



Caryn Ong 
So Eden Sank to Grief, 2017

Lost on 
Elizabeth Street
by Michael Kearney

Sat in the lap
of  a wild-eyed
Egyptian statue,
its stone arms cradling
my knees and neck.

Something fell out of  my hat
and begat something that
I will never know,
but that will endlessly grow.

Fall and lie in the dirt,
back to ground,
arms out-stretched:
a horizontal self-Crucifiction;
contemplating the utter, total,
meaninglessness of  my endeavours,
my existence.

The days of  potential gloriousness
are long behind;
luckily the days of  debauchery are still with me.



An essay about falling in 
love
by Tan Jingliang

How do I know when I’m in love with you?
How do I tell when it’s love?
The first person I notice in the room is you
The first person I notice who isn’t in the room is you
I meet your eyes
I look over to you over and over again
I wonder if  you know the way to the bus home
I wonder what you’re listening to on the bus home
I wonder if  you feel happy or sad on the bus home
I wonder how you are feeling all of  the time
I want to be close to you
I feel quite scared when I am far from you in a crowd
I am searching for you in a crowd all of  the time
I am afraid that when I find you that you might want to be somewhere else 
instead
I want to sit next to you and be quiet
I want you to know that I would like to sit next to you
I feel happy in your presence
I feel happy when you talk and I am quiet
I feel happy that you might be happy that I am listening to you
I notice the crinkles around your eyes when you smile
I notice when you smile because you do rarely
I notice when you are nervous
I am nervous when you are nervous
I have been so nervous around you before
I have lost appetite when I was nervous around you
I feel sad when I am far from you
I sometimes feel an ache in my heart when I am sad because of  you
I feel a physical ache in my heart
I feel it ache to the bone
I sometimes feel that you can feel when I am sad
and I can also feel when you are sad
I am afraid to be wrong
I am afraid that I am imagining that I know you when I don’t

I sit up when I hear your voice
I would never tell you
Sometimes it’s light
Sometimes it’s bursting with energy
Sometimes it’s like music
Sometimes when I hear it it’s like a soft morning light has come into the room
and everything is bright again
When I first heard you sing
I was acting so strangely
It was like you were talking to me
Telling me something trivial, like birds in a tree

Tan Jingliang
11 November 2017



Céline Coderey
No Whys, 2017

FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF 

ANOTHER ASIAN CITY
by Tammy Ho Lai-Ming

A stone thrown randomly on any street
in your city will probably land on an ex-lover.
You said bureaucratic censorship arrives late
and one must still be wary of  encrypted messages
sent astray—
 
Days of  non-winter,
your unshod toes can spell the shape
of  coconuts, secrets, sudden rain.
On the stage, an honest poet read
into the microphone, head lowered
and indulgent of  famines.
 
You gave me a beer that was presumptuous,
and it wished it wasn’t yet fermented.
Also in my festive bag was a table of  empty plates:
You ate everything. Everything. Leaving no stone,
unperturbed.



Jeremy Fernando
Every Fruit has its Secret, 2017
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